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Syn,. \V No. g: As with the

Th

ird, so with the

N

inth; g reat

perf or-

mances of either are few. Bernstein starts

out

color. Recordings of all three works
abound-including many fine performances. Easily added to the list is this

W-ith one of the most powerful first
movements on records, which Jochum
does not match. Angel's grainy sound is
a particular handicap here. Bernstein's

latest version by Ornnandy and the Phila-

delphians. As expected, each suite

is

Mu

formance; Jochum's is muffled. ln the
adagio, Bernstein takes a chance with a
very slow opening tempo but makes it
work, not least because of the contrast-

non swirls through the outer movements

leaving Haitink, Beecham and most other
conductors far behind; and if the musi-

cians of the French Radio occasionally
stumble a bit in the 1st movement, the
general impression is one of great exhilaration and flair.
Sometimes a bit more flexibility
might have been more ef f ective-as, f or
example, in the "Danse Bohemienne"
f rom La Jolie F ille de Perth, where a
gradual acceleration is called for rather

ln the'Ode to Joy,'the

\'/ienna
Chorus enunciates the words more clearly
than do their London colleagues, but
they sound a bit anemic in their f irst outbursts of 'F reude.' Also, the London
Chorus is recorded with a disconcertingly
distant, almost disernbodied sound.

:

Carmen Suites Nos. 1 &

2;

L'Arle'

Philadelphia Orchestra; Eugene Ormandy,
conductor.
RCA ARL 1-3343, $8.98; cas. ARK 1'3343,
$8.98.

fhese

to delight both sophisticated and casual

listeners alike for their wealth of melodic
invention and variety of orchestral tone
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than Martinon's sudden switching of

rendered with the exuberant flambo;;
ance and extrovert verve for which Ormandy's performance of this music is
well known. The Philadelphia strings live
up to their renown for rich, full-bodied
sound; the soloists also turn in superb
performances (with the all-too-obvioris
exception of the excessively over-vibra
toed trumpet solo in the finale to Car
men Suite No.2). This delightf ul music i:
made even more enjoyable by extremely
clear and vibrant sound production anci
noiseless surfaces.
No doubt those listeners especially'
fond of this music have their favorite re-

cordings, both old and new. Of all the
versions currently available (the number
keeps decreasing as out-of-print recordings are not replaced by newer renditions), Stokowski's (Columbia M-34503:
recording is my particular favorite. He
had a special way with this music-his
orchestral timbre and dramatic flair produced a performance that overflowec
with rhythmic vitality but always made

gears when the theme is first repeated
(Ansermet pulls it off better, though he
does not work up quite as brilliant a climax as Martinon).But overall, Martinon's
exuberance is difficult to resist, and the

of the

Symphony with the
shorter suites makes an attractive pack-

coupling

age, though I still recommend buying the
Fremaux version as well for the f ine performance of Bizet's little,known Roma
on the other side. Another worthy reading

is Bernstein's, whose winged traversal is
given very fine sound and has the advantage of observing the repeat in th e scherzo which both Martinon and Munch skip.

The sound of the original DG

edition are somewhat noisier. Now lf
only DG would follow suit with Marti-

for'

-Smoley

American Record Guide

Haller

CHAUSSON: Songs. See Rachmanlnoff.

phantasy

f

or orchestra; Londan

Calling

March; The Enchanted Garden-ballet;
Dancing Nights-concert wallz; The Seyen
Seas March.

Sydney Symphony Orchestra; John Lanch.
bery, conductor.
HMV Greensleeve ESD 7062, $7.98.

Eric Coates was a distinguished violist

who gave up public perforrnance for full-

time composing. Born in Nottinghamshire, England (1886-1957) his tuneful

music has provided the BBC with easily

recognized signature music- London
Calling, The Seyen Seas March-and

perpetual light

music Knightsbridge
- March. His
March and The Dambusfers
music is a mixture of English and Cockney folk tunes and of Elgar's lighter
music (The Wand of Youth and The Nursery Suife) but Coates' insistent cheerf u lness has none of Elgar's variety and

originality. Coates conducts perrormances of his own music-including
The'Three Men Suite-on Decca ECS

2088, available in the UK. The only work

of Coates'currently available in this

country is L ondon Every Day in a perf or-

mance

(Qu

cond

ucted by Morton

Gou ld

intessence 7049).

John Lanchbery is a fellow

Eng-

lishman; he was for many years conductor with the Sadlers Wells Company and
currently conducts The Royal Ballet, Covent Garden, and he here conducts sympathetic and well judged performances
of this attractive selection of Coates'

less frequently performed music.

The

irresistible. The Sydney Symphony

Or-

playing is full of zest, yet Lanchbery displays a light touch when needed, as irr
The Man about Town. The canon, "Three
Blind Mice" in The Man from the Sea is

"compatible quadraphonic" one and is
all the vr/orse for that. Therg is litile low
f requency infoi'mation on the record, in
fact the recording appears to have been
limited in both upper and lower frequen-

up-graded sound quality with a fine perormance.

-

more challenging repertoire.
This record appears to be an Australian production, though no recording
dates or location are g iven. The disc is a

Ormandy's newest version is well worth

f

tdie Nor-

chestra plays well, suggesting that it
would be interesting to hear them in

the legato line sing with particular'

the price for those who are looking

re-

lease (2530 186) is still impressive-crisp
and clear, the surfaces of the Privilege

warmth and fluidity. Notwithstanding
ever-popu lar su ites never cease

I Pa ray , Marti

of the Symphony in whirlwind fashion,

ing, faster tempo for the second subject.
Jochum's third mcvement is very beautiful, too, Eod deeply moving.Neither has
the propulsive yet lyrical quality that
Toscanini brought to this work, but then,
whoever equaled his performance?

BIZET

Pau

f

COATES: fhe Three Men Suite-"The man

sessed the enviable knack of EtllT-g
forth the classics of the French literature with great 6lan without neglecting
the wit and insouciance so often called
for in this repertoire. Like Munch, Marti-

tympani playing is evident in the DG per-

sienne Sufte No. 2.

nch and

non's Lalo LP (Nam ouna,
vdgienne) . . .

from the coufltry;" "The man about town;"
"The man lrom the sea;" The Selfish Giant,

catalog.Like his countrymer

approach which ends up sounding slug-

ln sum, then, buy Bernstein but
keep your Toscanini and Watter albums.

Orchestre Natlonal de I'ORTF; Jean Marti'
non, conductor.
Deutsche Grammophon Privilege 2535 238,
S6.98; cas. 3335 238, $6-98'

Jean Martinon's recordings

gish. Repeats are observed by both conductors in the second movement. Crisp

Burrows, which is more appropriate here
and more telling in the ensembles. Bernstein's approach is the more dramatic
(slower tempo at the beginning, longer
fermata over'vor Gott,,' faster finish);
Jochum's the more literal. The music is
dramatic enough and the conductor
. need not underline it for us, but both per'
formances are quite good.

La Jolie

Fille de Perth; Jeux d'Enfants-

It's always a pleasure to welc

tempi are particularly well-chosen, in
contrast to Jochum's more deliberate

Jochum's solo quartet is graced by Te
Kanawa's beautiful tones and radiant
expressiveness; Gwyneth Jones can't
quite match that performance. Moll's delivery of the opening bass solo is one of
the best on records; Holl's is also very
f ine but not that distinctive. Kollo has a
more stentorian sound than the lyrical

\

Alzer: Symphony in C; Suite trom

Sep

tember l gB0
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\

cies-a p. - -in.. the rest of the sound
is decent enough. There are suitably

cheery liner notes by W.A. Chislet, but
no credit is given fcr the attraciive and
well printed cover

photograph

Payne

DEBUS$Y: Sonata No. 3 in G minor for
Yiolin and piano;
FAURE: Sonata in .A maior lor violin and
piano, Op. 1 3; Berceuse, OP. 16Pinchas Zuckerman, violin; Marc Neikrug,

pi

a

no.

CBS Masterworks M35179, $8.98.

Ihese three delightful duets provide

a

splendid vehicle for conveying the par'
ticular merits of their notable performers.
Each to its own degree requires a light,

sensitive touch as well as suf f icient
vigor to animate the livelier sections
while placing them comfortably within

an effective overview. This characteriza-

tion is especially apt as to the Faure
Sonafa. Written in 1876, th!s charnning

work is f ull of the warm ebullience of a
summer romance, which the composer
experienced with the daughter of the
famous singer, Pauline Viardot. While
maintaining that generic element of ref

inement, elegance and restraint f or

which Faur6 is so well noted, the Sonata
ranges into unexpectedly adventurous
harmonic and rhythmic territory. The interaction of modal melodies, ufiusual
progressions and rhythmic subtleties
provide an interesting counterpoise to
the impassioned lyricism, moving expressivity and irresistible charm of the
work as a whole. lt is quite beyond com-

prehension that the f irst aud ience misunderstood the composer's intentions in
adding these bold touches. Certainly,
trad itional ru ies are rejuvenated and enriched by such progressive ideas.

.

Zukerman and Neikrug render

a

most satisfying performance. All the

sweep and dash of the opening a llegro,
the glittering sunlit aura of the sch erzo,
the meditative expressivity of the an'
dante and the rhythmic verve of the
finale are conveyed with particular attention to linear development and balance. Zukerman's tonal quality is as
aurally pleasing as ever, and his recognized technical ability is only equalled

by his ever-increasing sense of propor'
tion and intelligent interpretive sense.
Neikrug provides an excellent counter-

weight-never merely an accompanist

)

to the continuous f low. Only the equally
marvelous though more sinuous reading
by Arthur Grumiaux and Paul Crossley
(Phiiips 9500 534) can be considered ade-

OOUHOD: SYmPhonY No.

important advantage of of f ering the later
Fau16 Sonafa, Op. 108 as a comPanion

t8.98.

No.2inEtlat.

Orchestre du Capltole de Toulouse; Michel
Plasson, conductor.

quate competition. (The latter has the
p

Angel

5.2-37726, $8.98;

cas.

4Z3-37726,

Several years ago, following the release
of the Symphonies Nos. 1 and 2 ol SaintSa€ns under Jean Martinon's direction
(Angel 5-36995), I wrote to Angel suggesting that perhaps Martinon could be
persuaded to record the two Gounod symphonies as well. I was told that my suggestion had been passed along to Martinon, and that he had indeed expressed

iece.)

Similarly, the charming Eerceuse,
Op. 16 of 1880 here receives a splendid i;
delicate, sensitive reading. No wonde:

that such tenderly caressing

sounds
woven into a brief piece f or such a popu
lar combination has achieved such pofl

ularity. Mischa Elman's stylized readin'^:
is siiii avaiiabie (Vanguard 71173) and .^

slightly more lilting performance bi

lsaac Stern and Daniel Sarenboim (a dif icult team to beat!) can be found on ai

f

earlier Columbia issue (M-34550) in
orchestral transcription.

&f

ln contrast to the late Romanticis

of the Faure pieces, Debussy's

Sona

r

No. 3 is ref erred to as his most "clas-,,rcal" work. Written toward the end of his
life (1916) while he suffered from cancei',
the So nata ignores the then contempo
rary propensity toward cyclic form, avoicls
French dance Jorms (appearing in his tv,;
earlier sonatas) and dispenses with a-'"
tendency toward literary inspiration. Tir

.

three movements are taut,

Sfiimate melodious and at times even vehemenr

.

Construction is based primarily on contrasting ideas and logical development
rather than strict use of sonata principles. Stravinskian rhythms are evidel'
as is the style of earlier pieces such a',
lberia. The overall effect is quite stari.
the writing even somewhat labored; Dc
bussy himself described the work a',

"dreadfully melancholic,"

a distemper'

probably brought on by his condition.
One can be persuaded either that
th

is piece contains some of

Debussy':

most personally felt music, or that hil
overly conscious attempt at objectivit
is intended as a counterbalance agains

#.

if he could
work them into his schedule. But Martinon passed away shortly thdreaf ter, and
the Gounod project was shelved. For a
while it was thoug ht that the baton
would pass to Angel's up-and-coming
maTtre, Jean-Baptiste Mari; apparently
this too f ell through, and the project was
an interest in doing them

ing the violin line for line in perfect

balance, or adding individual elements

s-6031 0).

Not that the Gounod symphonies
have lacked for recorded representation
in the past: the First Symphony was
available for a long time on Kapp under
Robert lrving's direction, both on disc

lgor Markevitch tor Decca, in

mono.
However, both of these recordings have
been out of the catalog for many years,

Both symphon ies date f rom 1855
and ffiay, to some extent, be considered
commissions of the noted conductor
Pasdeloup, who served notice that he
would be happy to play any symphony
by a French composer as long as it did
not stray beyond the comfortable bounds

American Recard Guide

have rsorried; Gounod's Firs t Symphony,

which served his pupil Bizet so well as a
model that the younger composer suppressed his own work out of deference
to his teacher, could hardly be considered shocking by an audience familiar

with Beethoven's first two symphonies,
while even the Second Symphony, despite a first movement theme which
seems to f oreshadow the " Rhenish"
Symphony of Schumann, is well within
the limits of Pasdeloup's dictUffi, as
critics of the time were not hesitant to
point out. Thus while hearing the two
symphonies in succession on this record
demonstrates no great strides forward
in Gounod's musical development, both
are so thoroughly delightful that this will
be of little concern to most listeners.
For his part, Plasson offers re'
spectable readings of both works, though
he is not likely to ef f ace memories of the
earlier recordings. His observance of re'
peats in both outer movements of the
First Symphony (unlike lrving) is a point
in his favor; but the f inal movement i,-r
particular sorely lacks the panache of lrving, who more successf ully brings out
the marvelous joie de vivre intended by
the composer, not to mention the clarion
trumpet calls which spur on the rest of
the orchestra. ln the Second Symphotly,
Markevitch provides a tar more pointed

parison, that marvel of a f irst movement
is earthbound when it should soar. More'

so Angel's new disc would be welcome
under any circumstances.

-Smoley

least Nos. 1 and 2; it is questionable
whether Pasdeloup would have welcomed anothe r Eroica'1. He need not

tributed a f ine perf ormance of the Chausson Symphony .to the catalog (Angel

with their beautiful and dextrous playing
A more subjective reading is given b;
isaac Stern and Alexand er Zakin (Columbia M5-6139) though certain significant
but subordinate elements are glossed
music.

Beethoven's early sli,:.itooiBS (at

account of the allegro movements on
either side; Plasson is flaccid by corn-

Michel Plasson, who had already con-

and on open-reel tape. The Second Symphony was recorded by the redoubtable

over. This recording is a pleasure to be
enjoyed by all lovers of violin/piano

of

at long last brought to fruition under

accept the more detached approach

his illness. ZukermanlNeikrug seem t,'

but always in proper perspective, rejoin'
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over, while the sound throughout certainly surpasses the cavernous arnbience of lrving's recording of the First
Symphofiy, it can har{ly be considered

up to Angel's usual high standards,
a strange roar (particularly
audible at the end of each movement)
what with

and crackling surfaces on both sides.
The tympani, which should emphatically
underline the last several measures of the
First Symphony, are all but inaudible.
Finally, Jean Gallois'notes make no

mention of the remarkable similarities
between the Gounod and Bizet sympho-

nies, so tellingly set forth by Howard

Shanet in his notes for the lrving record-

ing, and even refer lo the "rising horn
calls" in the last movement of the Firsf
Symphony when it is the trumpet that
does the honors. While none of this
27

